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Remember—employees are  

meaningfully engaged when they 

have influence that makes a differ-

ence, whether directly or indirectly.

Key Tip!

Engagement  [continued]

Leading change and establishing high performing unit-based 

teams means engaging the workforce to tap the creativity and  

energy of everyone. This ensures they have a voice in the  

decision making and process of transformation. Encourage  

your co-leads to try the following ideas with their teams.

Tell a Vivid 

Story

Stories are a good way to introduce changes or present important points.  »
They bring texture and spirit so people remember and are inspired. 
People are motivated by both logic/reasoning/data and emotional  
content from stories. 

Make sure that when you end the story, you either have a call to action or  »
you ask questions that help people figure out what action to take.

Ask High-Gain 

Questions

These should stimulate thought, make people reflect on their feelings and  »
get them involved. Use open-ended questions that can’t be answered by 
reciting facts or saying yes/no. These often start with “how” or “what.”

Only ask one question at a time and wait for an answer(s). Just be silent;  »
someone will answer.

“What was the most fulfilling experience you’ve had with a patient?” »

“When you experienced really good service, how did it make you feel?”  »

“What do you think gets in the way of a member feeling like we care about them?” »

Break  

Participants 

Into Smaller 

Groups or Pairs

People learn by doing, so give them activities to do.  »
If one member is quiet or unsure, pair them with someone who will   »
draw them out (but not rescue them or walk on them). Give them clear 
instructions for doing this.

Follow Up on 

Action Items  

If people agree to do tasks outside of the meeting, call them in a couple   »
of days and ask how they are doing with the task and ask if they need 
help. It helps them to remember their commitment.

Help  

Participants 

Stay Motivated

When people get discouraged, name it.  »
“This is hard work.” »

Sometimes, going back to the vision of what we are striving for   »
remembering how much you’ve accomplished helps. 

Try asking them what their concerns are or what it would take to get  »
them back on track.

TOOL: Engaging and Involving Participants
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